Going beyond the boundaries obvious in structural heart interventions
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91 y/o htn, dyslip female in NYHA III-IV
AVA(LD) = 0.47 cm$^2$
LVOT D = 1.9 cm
LV V1 VTI = 11.1 cm
Ao V2 VTI = 64.5 cm
91 y/o charming lady

- lived independently at home (big house with garden)

- Co-morbidities
  - Previous SAVR (CE 19mm) and CABG
  - AF (CHADS-VASc 5)
  - CKD (GFR 21)

- Now admitted with acute heart failure NYHA III-IV d/t
  - Severe degenerative MR
  - Severe degenerative AS
What to do??

Options
– OMT
– Treat AS, leave MR
– Treat MR, leave AS
– Treat both

…and something is missing….

– LAA occlusion
  • HAS-BLED Score 3 → 5.8% annual risk for major bleeding
What to do??

• Options
  – OMT
  – Treat AS, leave MR
  – Treat MR, leave AS
  – Treat both (first AS, then MR, then LAAO)

...and....

– LAA occlusion
  • HAS-BLED Score 3 → 5.8% annual risk for major bleeding
Procedures
Debate

• Does it make sense at all?
  …in a 91 y/o → is age a criterion?

• Does LAAO make sense at all?
  …she didn’t have a major bleeding so far…

• Does it make sense in 1 procedure?
  …is it safer?
  …is patient comfort a criterion?
Follow-up

- Developed spontaneous eye bleeding on day 2
- Recovered and discharged after 6 days

Last follow up:
- 4. April 2017:
  - Lives independently at home
  - NYHA I-II
  - No bleeding events
  - Meds: Aspirin 100mg, Pravastatin 40mg
Kuwata, Nietlispach et al. EuroIntervention in press
“One-Stop Shop”

Safety of Combining Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacement and Left Atrial Appendage Occlusion
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Comparison of Left Atrial Appendage Occlusion vs Standard Medical Therapy in Patients in AF Undergoing TAVI (TAVI/LAAO)

This study is currently recruiting participants.
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